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OUTDOORS

(MAIN) Over huge boulders and slippery logs,
Bobby Prochnau (21) heads Keith Sweeten
(foreground) and Ryan Sandoval in an
Endurocross heat at X Games 17. (TOP LEFT)
Colton Haaker negotiates the giant tires.
(BOTTOM LEFT) Sandoval takes a tumble –
which is not so unusual in this grueling sport.

INDOORS
Extreme off-road motorcycle racing meets Supercross
and hits the indoor arenas of America. What’s not to like?
Words & Images Richard S. James

B

ased on “oooohs” and “ohhhhs” per
lap from the fans inside L.A.’s Staples
Center for X Games 17, Endurocross is
a big winner. It’s a short, sharp, non-stop
cocktail of action – and mayhem – that
leaves riders battered and exhausted and
spectators dizzy from trying to take it all in.
Part Supercross, part trials riding, part
Baja-style off-road racing, Endurocross adds
boulders, logs, sand, mud, water holes and
even giant tires to whoops and jumps – and
all within the confines of an indoor arena,
so the audience is up close with the action.
“It’s everything you’re going to find
in the outdoors if you’re out in the woods
riding,” says Lucas Oil-backed KTM rider
Colton Haaker from Murrieta, Calif.
“It brings outside racing indoors into a controlled environment
that everyone can watch from the comfort of an arena seat.”
GEICO AMA Endurocross, presented by Lucas Oil, opened its 2011
season July 31 at the X Games. The Staples Center course included
tractor tires to jump, tight turns, a firewood pit, a turn through a
rock section, a water crossing, a sand pit, a gargantuan log-andboulder mountain leading into a U-turn over large rocks and a thick
log, and a log-covered double jump. It’s a diabolical challenge to
even the most skilled rider. The winner of an Endurocross race
isn’t always the fastest; sometimes it’s the guy who spends the
least time standing still, trying to get his bike unstuck.
“The thing that I think makes Endurocross so cool is it
doesn’t need outright speed to be exciting. It’s the element that
anything can happen at any time,” says Cameron Steele who,
aside from serving as the television announcer for the series,
spends much of his time astride a motorcycle in the desert or
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racing off-road trucks. “I
don’t care how good a rider
you are, you can fall over in
the slowest rock section or
you can slide out in the
water. It’s not about
side-by-side racing or crazy
speeds; it’s the riders vs.
the elements. It’s almost
like watching a slow-speed
car chase. It’s really cool,
because you’re never sure
what’s going to happen.”
That’s where the
“oooohs” and “ohhhhs”
come in. Those gasps from
the spectators might be
because the leading rider has suddenly
gotten stuck in the rocks and is losing
positions. Sometimes they’re about how
quickly and stylishly a rider gets over an
obstacle. But most of the time they
translate as, “Man, that had to hurt!”
Most riders will experience one of those
“Man, that had to hurt!” moments every
now and then, just because of the wide
variety of challenges they face on every
Endurocross track. Some are trials riders;
some have a motocross background; some
come from desert racing. Whatever they’ve
raced before and whatever specific skills
they come equipped with, there’s a bunch
more they’ll need to acquire before they
become truly adept at Endurocross.
“The trials riders, once they acquire
the speed, they become extremely
competitive,” says Eric Perronard, the
founder of the sport in the U.S. He put on
the first event in Las Vegas in 2004 that
grew into a multi-race series a few years
later. “Not all of them are able to acquire
the speed. All the successful riders
embrace difficulties and challenge; that’s
the way you become the best.”
Like Haaker, GEICO Honda rider Geoff
Aaron is one of many trials riders who’ve
been successful in Endurocross. He says
one of the keys to success is consistency.
“Be smart about what you do,” says the
Redding, Conn., rider. “This stuff is so
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(MAIN) More usually home to the L.A.
Lakers, Clippers and Kings, the Staples
Center was filled with dirt, boulders and logs
to host Endurocross at X Games 17 – and a
large crowd loved it. (BELOW LEFT) Taddy
Blazusiak celebrates his win. (BOTTOM) A
heat race launches from the start ramp.

technical, if you get going too quick or too
crazy, it takes so much out of you. Just try
to pick good lines, ride smooth and don’t
use up too much energy so you’ll have
something toward the end to still push.”
Being consistent when these obstacles
are being thrown at you is tough enough.
But when there are nine other riders out
there – only 10 riders start the main, out of
30 or 40 entries, so just getting to the big
show is an accomplishment – it’s a whole
new game. Often, there’s another rider on
your line, whether he’s moving or stuck.
“You try to hit all the lines in practice,”
says Monster Kawasaki rider Justin Soule of
Victorville, Calif. “First, we walk the course
and try to find the lines we’re going to try to
hit. Hit it first lap, check it out, have it in
your pocket; then try every other line in
case you’re forced off your main one – it’s
100 percent that you will be. It’s going to
happen.” And when it does, it doesn’t mean
a few tenths off your lap time; it can be the
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difference between a nicely sloped rock face
leading up and over the big log...or a big,
flat-faced boulder blocking your path.
“You don’t panic, you just try to be
calm and methodically pick your line,
commit yourself to it and don’t be
hesitant,” Soule continues. “The minute
you hesitate, you’ll crash or get stuck.
You’ve got to keep the momentum going.”
The “ooooh” and “ohhhh” moments
are going to come, but it’s the rider who
moves beyond them quickly who’ll win.
At the X Games, Poland’s Taddy Blazusiak
had to get his KTM into the final via the
last-chance qualifier, then come from
behind to claim the gold medal.
“Everybody here has the will to win,”
adds Soule. “It’s all about not giving up.
You might get a bad start, see nine guys
ahead of you, but you never give up. Every
lap, you have to keep on charging.”
Keep on charging, but be consistent;
choose the right line; have a plan “B”; stay
out of trouble. And if it all adds up, the
“oooohs” and “ohhhhs” of the fans might
just turn into cheers for your victory.

X MARKS THE SPOT

Endurocross in the limelight at X Games 17
Endurocross is still catching
on in the U.S. Despite a lot of
factory support, it isn’t up
there with Supercross or pro
motocross yet. But its debut
on extreme sport’s biggest
stage, the 17th ESPN X
Games, may change that.
GEICO AMA Endurocross,
presented by Lucas Oil, played
in front of a large crowd at
Los Angeles’ Staples Center
and the audience responded
with enthusiasm.
“I invited the X Games to
Endurocross and they were
blown away with how
spectacular it was,” says Eric
Perronard, the father of the
sport in the U.S. “We already
have a successful U.S.
championship, but no single
race has been under such a

light. It is a validation and I feel
pretty good about that.”
The course wasn’t exactly
like the others the riders will
face for the remainder of the
season, but included the same
elements. “We have different
kinds of tracks every race,”
says winner Taddy Blazusiak, a
two-time Endurocross champ.
“This was more like the
European tracks, more spread
out. You could hit stuff faster,
and that suits my style better.”
Faster or not, the crowd
seemed to love it, and the
riders were happy to be there.
“This will bring a lot of
extra interest in Endurocross,”
says two-time Junior Pro
Champion Colton Haaker. “It’s
awesome for the sport and for
off-road racing in general.”

WATCH IT, EXPERIENCE IT
The seven-event,
2011 AMA GEICO
Endurocross Series,
presented by Lucas Oil, concludes in
Las Vegas, Nov. 19. For tickets, TV and
more, check out endurocross.com.
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